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2016 Mission composed of a Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) and an Entry Descent and Landing Demonstrator 
Module (EDM)
2020 Mission composed of a Carrier Module (CM) shipping a Descent Module (DM) that contains a Rover 
and a stationary Landing Platform.
18-01-2018
EXM-MS-PBR-AI-0241
The ExoMars Program – two missions
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• Study the composition of the Mars atmosphere and its local variations, and identify the 
possible sources of trace gases (e.g. Methane)
• Measure the environment parameters at the Mars surface
•Flight qualify the entry, descent 
and landing technologies of a 
platform
Provide relay function for this and 
future missions to Mars 
ExoMars 2016: 
objectives
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ExoMars 2016: 
SC Composite launch
14 March 2016 : the Orbiter+EDM composite is launched from Baikonour (Kazakhstan) by 
means of Proton launcher fitted with a Breeze Upper Stage.
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ExoMars 2016: 
SC Composite injection into cruise to Mars
14 March 2016  : 11h after lift-off the Orbiter+EDM composite, after 4 burns of the restartable 
upper stage, is separated for its 7 month cruise to Mars
7 mois
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ExoMars 2016: TGO Mars orbit Insertion
19 October : Insertion of  the TGO onto a 4-
day elliptic orbit around Mars  
January 2017 : TGO orbit inclination change (74°); 
apocentre height reduction to pass from a of 4-sol 
to 1-sol orbit period 
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ExoMars 2016: Aerobraking
March 2017 – February 2018 :
• Aerobraking Phase to achieve the final orbit for the science mission (circular – 400km) by means 
of successive reductions of the apoares altitude
• First ESA mission to use the aerobraking!
• First ESA mission on low orbit around Mars!
February 2018 :  TGO begins its scientific mission
≈ 1 terrestrial year of aerobraking
1000 révolutions
Science mission circular orbit 
((~400 km circular 74º incl.)
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ExoMars 2016: TGO science instruments
4 Scientific Instruments
High resolution 
imaging and 
stereo vision
Atmospheric 
spectrometry at planet 
limb and Nadir
Collimated neutron  
detection 
Spectrometry of the 
atmosphere and 
surface
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Rollout
18-01-2018
EXM-MS-PBR-AI-0241
Launch 
• Combined operations
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TGO
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SpaceCraft Composite 
Y SC
Elevation
-26° + 155°
Azimuth
-64° + 64°
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EDM Radar Doppler Altimeter 
antennas
Radar Doppler Altimeter is 
developed by TAS in Italy
18-01-2018
EXM-MS-PBR-AI-0241
Schiaparelli
• Schiaparelli
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EDM integration - ISO 7 HC at TASI Turin (Italy) premises 
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Operational sequence  and remarkable events
18-01-2018
Nominal operations Non nominal operations 
EXM-MS-PBR-AI-0241
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Anomaly Scenario
RDA slant range < 3000 m 
GNC converts slant range into altitude using the 
estimated attitude (Radar In the Loop)
Due to wrong attitude estimation (θ >90°)
Last RDA slant range =  3492 m.
OBSW computed altitude =  -2259 m
RCS switch-off because GNC estimated a wrong 
altitude
18-01-2018
Saturation of the IMU gyro output (rate >187.5 °/s) 
Persistence of the IMU gyro saturation flag for 1 s leading to an attitude error propagation of 
about  140°, slightly worsened by the inconsistent management of sign of saturation velocity  
Altitude = SL *cos(θ)
EXM-MS-PBR-AI-0241
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Schiaparelli - landing area (HiView, MRO HiRise MRGB.JP2)
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Schiaparelli - landing area (zoom on lander post-mishap)
Lander Impact:     6.208° W  2.052°S
Target Point           6.150°W  1.820° S  (14 km 
away) 
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ExoMars Program 
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Domain Exploration and Science Italia
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Drilling the MARS surface
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ExoMars 2020: Industry Challenges 
GPC Area 
ISO3 Airborne Molecular 
Contaminants-9 
Glove Box Train (GBT) 
Area
Precision cleaning CO2 nozzle 
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Domain Exploration and Science Italia
ALD Integration Facility 
ALD  Integration Facility is installed at TAS-Italia facility in Turin
Gross and Precision Cleaning (GPC) 
Area 
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SPACE EXPLORATION in TAS  - TODAY
Intermediate Experimental Vehicle (IXV)
ExoMars 2016
TAS has produced nearly 50% of ISS pressurized modules
63 Space Shuttle missions out of 135 carried TAS hardware
TAS European Leader of atmospheric re-entry systems
IXV e Space Rider
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SPACE EXPLORATION in TAS – TOMORROW
Low Earth Orbit
Commercia use of ISS
Space Rider
Use of ISS  for new techno’s 
validation and study of the effect 
of manned long permanence in 
space
Solar system Exploration
ExoMars 2020 
Post ExoMars
Mars Sample Return Mission
Phobos Sample Return Mission
Technologies/building blocks for 
human Mars exploration 
15/06/2017
<reference>
Space economy
Satellite service
Satellite de-orbit
Clean space
New commercial Space infrastructure
Asteroid Missions – resources utilization
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LEO EXPLOITATION: ISS AND POST-ISS
SpaceRider
ESA orbital and re-entry platform, developed by
Thales Alenia Space and AVIO
Commercial LEO Station
Axiom Commercial Space Station: pressurized elements
under design by Thales Alenia Space
Exploration Technology Validation @ ISS
various studies and developments ongoing
for demonstration missions at ISS in
preparation of deep space exploration
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HUMAN EXPLORATION BEYOND LEO
Augmentation Module / Initial Cislunar
Gateway study by Orbital ATK and
Thales Alenia Space under NASA Next
Step 1 & 2 programs
Deep Space Exploration Architecture & Elements
study by Thales Alenia Space under contracts by ASI,
ESA, NASA Lockheed Martin, Boeing & Orbital ATK:
Habitats & Cargo
Power Propulsion Module – Communications & 
Utilization Bay, European Hall Effect Advanced 
Thruster Package
Orion European Service Module 
Thales Alenia Space develops Thermal
Control, Structure and Consumables
Distribution Systems under ESA / ADS
contract
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